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Keep Your Kids Healthy With Vegetarian
Recipes for Kids

Planning healthy meals for your family members is tricky. Nowadays most of the families are turning to
vegetarianism. Hence, it becomes all the more difficult for the homemaker to plan the vegetarian meals. The
meals should be tasty and at the same time they should be healthy for your family. Kids are always your focal
point of worry in regards to food. They should be given proper nutrition for better growth. There are many
vegetarian recipes for kids which they would love to eat and find them tasty, if presented in an interesting form.
Vegetarian meals if prepared properly can taste the best and kids/family members can like the taste of it.
Veg everywhere
The vegetarian recipes for kids are devoid of red and white meat. The vegetarian food consists of fibers, minerals
and vitamins. It is always good to find veg recipes which can be incorporated into the daily diet of your child
containing proteins. Most of the kids are choosy while eating food especially the green vegetables.
The Vegetarian recipes for kids can be prepared or cooked by frying, sauting, steaming and also making them
half boiled. These methods help to maintain the essential nutrients in the vegetables. The essential vitamins like
A, B and C are not lost and there are many minerals like zinc, iodine and calcium which are good for the kids to
make them healthier and stronger.
It has been always noted that the Vegetarian recipes for kids prepared from green vegetables provides the
children with more red blood cells which increases the immunity in the kids to fight against various diseases.
There are few things which should be kept in mind while preparing the vegetarian recipes for kids. You have to
change the ingredients of the dish at least on an alternate day; so that kids do not get bored eating the same
thing. Add different kind of spices to the dish so that the dish tastes different every day. You can preferably use
soya based meal if the child is more inclined to eat non vegetarian foods.
When preparing the Gluten free recipes for kids you should involve your child in the preparation of the dish; so
when the child is involved they start liking for the vegetables and shall automatically start eating the vegetarian
dish. Allow them to choose the vegetables on their own. When you dress the table after preparation of the
vegetarian recipes for kids allow them to make various shapes from the vegetables; in short make them more
engrossed in the food preparation so that they start loving the recipe. Always cook the meals which are
appreciated by the kids and gradually add more vegetables.
Happy cooking!
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